Titan Dome Arena has 456,450 square
meters base area and 231,506 square
meters floor area. The main building is
a two-story underground and seven-story
facility that included distal stage, concert,
etc. and can accommodate 25,000 people,
while has 148 VIP rooms, each room offer
15-20 VIP space capability.
Challenge: The Titan Dome Arena hosts hundreds of sport and concert events every
year. The terrorist attacks have become more frequent, and violence fans are
commonplace in recent years. This news has made the owner aware of security issues
for sport and concert events will become very important. They want a happy ending
when people join these events, also has the ability as below.
▼ Identify banned fans, stalkers, and potential criminals in seconds, will not delay
the audience entry time.
▼ Automate video surveillance at a fraction of the cost.
▼ Recognize faces in crowded spaces.
▼ Easy to add/delete VIP and Blacklist database for each sport and concert events
Solution:
25 violent fans and terrorists were played by the organizers and arena employees, i-view
obligations to set up a face recognition system at the four main entrances in a small 3,000person concert. The powerful and rapid i-View's Face Recognition solution eliminated the
barriers that the owner had been worrying.
Finally, Titan Dome Arena selected the i-View QkDefine® Face Recognition as their stadium
failsafe security solution.

Result:
Titan Dome Arena was able to deploy the Face Recognition system for their arena to
protect 25,000 audiences, In addition to providing the perfect place for the event, the
arena also protects the safety of all participants by the i-View QkDefine® face
recognition solution, helped the client to extend the video surveillance to prevent
crime. Titan Dome Arena was extremely pleased with their ability to:
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▼

Sporting events and concerts are increasingly attractive targets for terrorism and violence.
The QdDefine® face recognition system can instantly alert security personnel about the
presence of criminals and terrorists to keep t audiences safe.

▼

Hundreds of fans get banned from sporting events each season, but your security staff
can't possibly remember them all. Face recognition instantly alerts security professionals
the moment a banned fan tries to return to the stadium.

▼

Share face recognition with law enforcement and leverage data from local, state and
national law enforcement agencies.

Product List:

Let us help you take full advantage of i-View Face Recognition system, Identify, Threats and
Prevent Crime with our QkDefine®.
www.i-view.com.tw/qkdefine-face-recognition/
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